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To all concerned with this particular email, as that use are aware of from time to time I
receive different emails within my inbox that concerns me greatly, as I do not want to see
Australian children go down the same road as the United States and be able to medicate
our young children on these very dangerous narcotic psychotropic drugs I mean my god
only toddlers that have not been able to begin a life for what that they are meant to live,
like for heavens sake what on earth is this world coming too a psychotropic drug addicted
society, to create more problems for extended and distant as well as those immediate
families just to feed money to the likes of these psychiatrists, paediatricians, and
psychologists pockets as these are not there children as they are experimenting on
someone else's child and trying to think that it is all genetically linked, so now who has the
mental illness, ask yourself these questions in depth, as this has gone way too far our
human race needs to wake up to themselves before ALL IS LOST, and let live things that
was meant to live instead of destroying and burning holes in human beings brains and
especially at such a very young age, and what right have we got too assume over another
human beings personality trait and what are these psychiatrists or psychologists or
pediatricians trying to prove, to try and make out that there is such a generic disease or
trying to make out that the first one to discover a generic disease is to win a Nobel prize,
upon when the ADHD or ADD does not really and truly exist, and every single script
administered gives another family a lost cause by these so called professionals to try and
clone society to how others think just like themselves and as I had said before, how can
anyone "DEFINE NORMALITY", by for now and take care and god bless. and if anyone finds
it difficult to get into this particular website the web site address is www.nytimes.com ,
bye for now once again and take care to all concerned.
Yours Truly,
Mr Maxwell Roy Brazel

